
 
 

Ayan Mandal Joins Grammarly as Vice President of Product 
 

San Francisco, Calif. – September 11, 2013 – Grammarly, the leading writing enhancement 
app, announced today that Ayan Mandal has joined its executive team as vice president of 
product. Mr. Mandal will build Grammarly’s product team and drive product strategy and 
development. 
 
“Grammarly was just named to the Inc. 500 list of fastest growing private companies, and I am 
thrilled to join such a high performing and fast growing team,” said Mr. Mandal. “I am 
especially looking forward to building new products and recruiting exceptional people so that 
Grammarly can help many more writers.” 

Mr. Mandal was most recently the director of product management at Lookout, the world leader 
in mobile security, where he was responsible for the Company’s award winning mobile security 
application with more than 45 million users. Prior, he served as the lead product manager for 
Google Finance, growing the site to more than 500 million page views per month. Mr. Mandal 
earned a Bachelor of Arts in Computer Science and Economics from Cornell University and a 
Master of Business Administration from Harvard Business School. 
  
“Grammarly improves lives by improving communication,” said Brad Hoover, CEO at 
Grammarly. “Mr. Mandal is a highly skilled product leader who will accelerate our progress 
towards this goal. We are thrilled to have him on our team.”  
 
About Grammarly 
Grammarly improves communication among the world’s more than two billion native and non-
native English writers. Its flagship product, the Grammarly Editor, corrects contextual spelling 
mistakes, checks for more than 250 common grammar errors, enhances vocabulary usage, and 
provides citation suggestions. More than 3 million registered users worldwide trust Grammarly’s 
products, which are also licensed by more than 150 leading universities and corporations. 
Grammarly is a privately held company with offices in San Francisco and Kiev. To learn more, 
visit Grammarly’s website (www.grammarly.com) or connect on Facebook 
(www.facebook.com/grammarly). 
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